Executive Summary
Organic Fresh Coin

Application pioneers of blockchain technology
to the global agricultural industry
Founders of first digital assets system for the organic
food industry and agricultural products reaching the world

www.OrganicFreshCoin.com

We envision a world where local consumers and farmers are
empowered to do business without boundaries. A world where the
food being grown is sold safely & directly from farmer to
consumer, wholesaler, distributor and retailer.

To change the way food is transacted throughout the world.
This will be achieved by enabling local farmers and consumers to
interact in a new economic model, without the middleman.
Organic Fresh Coin (OFC) effectively brings together the farmers
who wish to sell direct to consumers with the wholesalers,
distributors and retailers who wish to buy direct from farmers.
The OFC mission is supported by a direct partnership with the
government of Belarus, located in Eastern Europe. OFC is starting
with over 20 million acres of existing land available for farmers to
expand into.

OFC enables the tracking/sale/distribution of organic food from
seed to sale with traceability, accountability, and cost savings
throughout the entire supply chain. To many, it is more important
to know who your farmer is as who your doctor is.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Organic Fresh Coin is being implemented by the team who
developed the technology behind Plaak (PLK – www.Plaak.com),
WeGo (www.WeGo.com), KodakCoin (www.Kodak.com) and more.
With the experience of having launched some of the largest and
most credible Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) in the world, it is
expected that Organic Fresh Coin will be our biggest success yet.
In order to guarantee the value and security of OFC, we are
entering into a partnership with the government of Belarus. There
are no blockchain currencies in existence today that have a
partnership or support of any government. This relationship not
only ensures the safety and security of our early investor dollars,
but also the long term growth and proliferation of the platform
regardless of regulatory barriers as they could change from
country to country.

Through additional partnerships, OFC has secured 2+ million
hectares (4,942,107 acres) of farmable land or actively farmed land
to kick-start the OFC ecosystem. This will create immense
inventory and growth and is expected to carry OFC into further
growth cycles that will expand the overall value of OFC.
OFC expects to finalize deals on every continent by the end of
2018.

The Global Food Market and Organic Fresh Coin
Consumers around the world have made it clear they care about
their food, as well as their local economies. In an ideal world,
consumers would like to purchase their food directly from farmers
– and more importantly, they would like to know their food is safe
and healthy. Organic Fresh Coin is uniquely positioned to satisfy
both of these market demands.
The food industry is ready for an evolution. In order for this
evolution to occur there will need to be a dependable and secure
system that enables both the farmer and consumer to be
protected. The Organic Fresh Coin platform that our team has
developed enables this evolution to occur.

• With OFC, a local farmer can sell their product to a consumer
across the world, and make higher profits than if sold
through a traditional distributor, all while being at a lower
price point to the consumer.

• With OFC, a food consumer can safely purchase the farmer’s
products at a lower cost with more transparency than
through a traditional supermarket or food supplier.
All data is stored via blockchain technology and smart contract
technique. This guarantees the system operates at maximum
credibility and protects the farmer, local consumer, wholesaler,
distributor and retailer.
Examples of the data a consumer will have access to may include
soil testing, crop testing, breed origin, shipping procedure, farm
location, etc.
Visually, you can look at Organic Fresh Coin as the hub of the
wheel, where the farmer and consumer connect in order to do
business.

The usage of OFC tokens instead of traditional currency enables
cross-border transactions to happen seamlessly and much faster.
The allocation of OFC tokens to local farmers enables them to
raise money to expand their business and further supply the
Organic Fresh Coin ecosystem.

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
There are no known competitors in the marketplace today. The
only similar operation to date is a partnership between IBM,
Walmart, JD.com (China’s largest e-commerce retailer), and
Tsinghua University.
During the pilot program (Dec’17) conducted with Walmart, testing
found that by applying blockchain to trace food cut the time it
took to trace a package of mangoes from the farm to the store to
just two seconds - from days or weeks.
This is important because each year, 1 in 10 people fall ill globally
as a result of food borne diseases and of those, around 420,000
people die annually.

Transparency around food saves lives. Instead of this technology
only being available to Walmart, we will empower the local
consumer/wholesaler/distributor/retailer to be able to know where
their food comes from immediately.

UNDERSTANDING BLOCKCHAIN

APPROACH TO MARKET
Phase 1 – Establish Technology for Seed to Sale Tracking
By leveraging RFID and NFC technology we are able to easily track all
crop product back to the farm/seed/soil. This technology already exists
and extends across mobile and Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
RFID – An RFID tag is an object that can be applied to or incorporated into a product, animal,
or person for the purpose of identification and tracking using radio waves
NFC - Near Field Communication (NFC) is a short-range wireless connectivity standard (Ecma340, ISO/IEC 18092) that uses magnetic field induction to enable communication between
devices when they're touched together, or brought within a few centimeters of each other.

Phase 2 – Establish Partnerships
Partnership with the Belarus government enables the Organic Fresh Coin
technology to come to life. This partnership provides over 2 million
hectares (4,942,107 acres) of farming land available in Belarus and
Ukraine, all committed to supplying food to surrounding countries.
Phase 3 – Activate System
In a simultaneous system activation, both farmers and local consumers
will be able to use the Organic Fresh Coin blockchain technology system
to transact.

Establish Technology

Implement end-to-end OFC technology
system. Breed to sale.

Secure Partnerships

Integrate key partners to
establish OFC ecosystem.

Activate System

Enable users of system to begin
transacting food safe + secure

KEYS FOR SUCCESS
The keys to the success of Organic Fresh Coin include but are not
limited to:
• Putting forth a positive and trusting image
• Establishing strong relationships with other organizations that
utilize or would benefit from the service provided by Organic Fresh
Coin
• Making the prospective members, participants, and service
providers, aware of the service being provided by Organic Fresh
Coin
• Create a unique and innovative service offering that will
differentiate Organic Fresh Coin from the competition now and in
the future

KEY REQUIREMENTS
• The securing of all licenses, permits, and partnerships
• The acquiring of initial and launch funding via ICO
• Completion of the Organic Fresh Coin technology platform
• Development of a marketing strategy targeting the different
sectors of the organic food industry

MANAGEMENT TEAM
President
Yulia Konstantinova
Well known as a passionate entrepreneur who strives to make a
difference in the world, specifically by developing International
relationships and creating bridges between cultures and countries.
Her unique experience and direct relationship with the country of Belarus
have enabled OFC to be the first crypto currency backed by a country,
worldwide.

Director

Paul Petrovets
Mr. Petrovets is native of Belarus that enjoys pursuing creative business
ventures and serving others. One of his most successful ventures began
in 2002 when he purchased a European Food Store and Deli and as well
as other food related companies. Mr. Petrovets used his investments in
these food companies as a launch pad to become one of the early
pioneers for the export of "Spartak", a Belarus confectionery, as well as
other unique products.
Mr. Petrovets is currently an assistant to the Honorary Consul of Belarus and works directly with
local nonprofits, contributing to technology sector of Minsk in the High Tech Park and state tech
university events in the US. Paul holds a BA/MS, MSW and a L.H.D degree for his contribution
to society and community in the CIS countries. During the last five years became active in
Belarus economic growth and development that which helped contribute to the vision of OFC.
Over the last ten years Paul has been working with Dr. Morgulis in supporting and promoting
Belarus and Ukraine through social work, foundations, publications, humanitarian aid and
diplomacy.
Lead Architect
Michael Arbach
A Business Oriented Software Engineer, experienced in distributed
architecture and project management. Michael bring 15 years of
experience building software across multiple industries. He is currently the
Blockchain Architect for Plaak, WeGo, and KodakCoin among others.

IBM Engineer / Senior Blockchain Developer
Shashi Kumar
After 10 years of experience as a Software Engineer, Kumar left his last
position as IBM System Engineer to work as an independent consultant.
Kumar had early interest in Smart Contracts and managing blockchain
nodes. He is a founding partner at WeGo decentralized ride sharing App.

Senior Enterprise Application Developer
Jerry Lou
Senior Java Developer at Cerner, Jerry is a talented backend developer
with a lot of experience building enterprise grade Applications. Jerry is the
architect for SponsorShout and MedRead among other projects.

Executive Vice President
Keith Ingersoll
Mr. Ingersoll has been immensely successful over the past 20 years in a
variety of industries: ranging from large scale real estate ventures, land
development projects, sports management deals, and other unique
financial opportunities. He is the founding partner at The Ingersoll Group
and is bringing his years of of business expertise to OFC.

Chief Investment Officer

Jim Ingersoll
James Ingersoll is currently the Chief Investment officer of the Ingersoll
Group (“IG”) where he is responsible for overseeing new investment
opportunities in commercial real estate as well as other investment types
including cryptocurrencies. Prior to joining the IG, Mr. Ingersoll was vice
president at Capital One Bank’s multifamily division where he was involved
in underwriting loans for Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and FHA. The previous
17 years were in the commercial real estate lending and banking business.
He has held numerous positions at various lending organizations including
Fifth Third Bank and Collateral Mortgage. He also worked in the special assets division of Fifth
Third Bank during the financial crisis rotating through the workout divisions of real estate and
business banking.

Chief Operations Officer
Justin Morrow
Mr. Morrow is a business strategist with over 20 years of business
experience specializing in operations, strategy, planning, negotiating,
strategic alliances and partnerships. Mr. Morrow has played a significant
role as an owner and operator in several real estate investment companies
focusing on distressed real estate from tax certificates & deeds, nonperforming mortgages & notes, bankruptcies, short sales, foreclosures, and
auctions.

Director of Technology
Tyler Shears
Mr. Shears has over 15 years of experience in the digital media marketing
and internet startup space. Mr. Shears has direct experience raising
venture capital and growing start up businesses from infancy to
profitability. In addition to his work helping grow companies, Tyler also
remains active in nonprofit work. He currently serves on the board of
IDEAS, an international micro-granting organization that works to turn
ideas into solutions that will help solve the global environmental crisis.

ADVISORY BOARD
Dr. Mikhail Morgulis
Dr. Mikhail Morgulis was born on October 1st, 1941 in Kiev, Ukraine. He
is a renowned Russian/Ukrainian author, journalist, editor and
theologian. In 1977, he emigrated from the Soviet Union and settled in
New York City. In 1982, he moved to Chicago where he helped to
establish the Slavic Gospel Press, which has published over 100 works
in Russian and Ukrainian, including numerous copies of Bible.
Dr. Mikhail Morgulis holds a M.A. Degree from Norwich University
(Vermont, USA) and DMin from Seminary. He also has 10 published books acclaimed to his
name and is well known as an author.
In 2015, Dr. Mikhail Morgulis was appointed as Honorary Consul of the Republic of Belarus in
the USA and was subsequently appointed by the US Department of State and Ministry of
Foreign Affairs as Diplomat to Belarus.

Jeremy Holt
Mr. Holt graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in History (with
minors in fine arts and architecture) from Alabama's Auburn University
and garnered his Juris Doctor, cum laude, from Stetson University
College of Law in 1998. From 2001 to 2016, Jeremy served several
Florida law firms as an associate, of counsel designee, and junior
partner. Jeremy also clerked for a federal judge and a Second District
Court appellate judge.
Jeremy's legal experience includes transactions for Major League Baseball involving the
purchase of the Montreal Expos and the subsequent sale of those assets to the Washington
Nationals, and for the U.S. Navy for which Jeremy conducted a title and survey review for a
nearly billion-dollar bond-financed national base reconstruction/improvement project. Jeremy
has handled numerous transactions involving real-estate and asset secured loans in amounts of
up to $96 million.

James Ingersoll
Mr. Ingersoll had a 32 year career with Darden Restaurants serving in
various accounting and financial positions. His final position was Vice
President of internal audit. He has an MBA from Stetson university and
a MSM from Rollins college emphasizing accounting. He has also been
very active in the community serving on several boards including chair
of the audit committee for Orange County Schools for 10 years.

Simplified Platform Overview
Integrating Farmers to OFC Platform
Online Signup System (mobile-friendly)
Provide or require purchase of soil / crop testing kit
Provide training online for system usage
Simple farmer focused web and mobile applications for transaction of all products.

Integrating Local Consumers to OFC Platform
Online Signup System (mobile-friendly)
Provide training online for system usage
Walk through the price comparison tool (your local store vs. OFC products)
Simple farmer focused web and mobile applications for transaction of all products.

Integrating Corporate Consumers to OFC Platform
Online Signup System (mobile-friendly)
Provide training online for system usage
Walk through the price comparison tool (your local store vs. OFC products)

